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Directions for the follou:ing 4 (four) items :

Read, the fotlouting pdssdge and answer

the items that follou;, Your ansuers to
these itern s should be based on the

\PaSSdge onIY.

Passage

A country under forcign domination

seeks escape from the prcsent in dreams

of a vanished age, and finds consolation

in visions of past grcatncss. That is a

foolish and dangerous pastime in which

many of us indulge. An equallY

questionable practice for us in India is to

imagine that we are still spiritually
great though we have come down in the

world in other respectT Spiritual or any

other greatness cann'ot bc founded on

lack of freedom and opportunity, or on

starvation 4nd misery. Many western

writers have encouraged that notion that

Indians are other-worldly. I suppose the

poor and unfortunate in every country

become to some extent other-worldly,

unless they become revolutionaries, for

this world is evidently not meant . for

them. So also subject peoples.

As a man grows to maturity he is

not entirely engrossed in, or satisfied

with, the external objective world. He

seeks also some inner meaning, some

psychological and physical satisfactions.

So also with peoples and civilizations as

they mature and grow adult. Every

civilization and every people exhibit

these parallel streams of an external life

and an internal life. Where they meet or

keep close to each other, there is an

equilibrium and stability. When they

diverge conflict arises and the crises that

torture the mind and spirit.

P.PFC-L-CGJB (2-B)

1. The passage mentions that "this world is
evidently not meant for them". It refers to
people who

1. seek freedom from foreigrr domination.

2. live in starvation anil inisery.

3. become revolutionaries.

Which of the statements given above

is/are correct ?

(a) 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(c) 2 and 3

(d) 3 only

Consider the following assumptions :

1. A country under foreign domination

cannot indulge in spiritual pursuit.

2. Poverty is an impediment in the

spiritual pursuit.

3. Subject peoples

other-worldly.

may become

With reference to the passage, which of
the above assumptions is/are valid ?

(a) 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(c) 2 and 3

(d) 3 only

The passage thematical'ly centres on

(a) the state ofmind ofoppressed people

(b) starvation and misery

(c) the growth ofcivilization

(d) body, mind and spirit of people in
general

l

l

i

I

lr
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4. According to the passage, the torture of

the mind and spirit is caused

by the impact of foreign domination.

by the desire to escape from foreign

domination and find consolation in

visions of past greatness.

due to lack of equilibrium between

an external life and an internal life.

due to one's inabilitY to be either

revolutionary or other-worldlY.

Directions for the follouing 3 (three)

itema :

Read, the passage giuen below, study the

graph that follows and, answer the three

items giuen below the figure.

During a PartY, a Person was

exposed to contaminated water. A few

days later, he developed fever and loose

motions. He suffered for some days before

going to a doctor for treatment. On

starting the treatment, he soon became

better and recovered completely a few

ilays later. The following graph shows

different phases of the person's disease

conilition as regions A, B, C, D and E of

the curve.

(a)

(b)

@

(d)

I

i

I

c{

Et
Eal
t-l

TI

Zs

*\.r"

P-PFC-L-CGJB (4-B)
F

5l. Which region/regions of the curve

correspond-/corresponds to incubation

phase of the infection ?

z(a) A only
' (b) B onlv

(c) B and C

(d) No part of the curve inclicates the
incubation Phase

{ Which region of the curve indicates that

the person began showing the

symptoms of infection ?

(a) A

(c)

(d)

/lh)
B

C

D

7! Which region of the curve indicates that

the treatment yielded effective relief ?

(a) C

(b) D

--1") E

(d) The curve does not indicate the
treatment

8y There are four routes to travel from

city A to citY B and six routes from

city B to citY C. How manY routes are

possible to travel from the city A to
city C ?

.Xaf z+

(b) 12

(c) 10

(d) 8

LY
g
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l

A contract on construction job specifies

a penalty for delay in completion of the
work beyond a certain date is as

follows : t 200 for the first ilay, t 2S0

for the second day, {.300 for the third
day etc., the penalty for each

succeeding day being ( 50 more than
that of the preceding day. How much
penalty should the contractor pay if he
delays the work by 10 days ?'

(a) { 4950 
4.ro

..-Jb) < 4250 -ri" $'
(c) < 3600 'S' .

\P(d) { 650 *)L,t't":
-1ro

/ 10. Consider the figure 6u"n Uoioti ,.ra
answer the item that follows :

In the figure shown above, OPa and Op,
are two plane mirrors kept perpendicular

to each other. S is the direction of a beam

of light falling on the mirror Op,. The

direction of the reflected beam of light
from the mirror OP, will be

(a) Perpendicular to the direction S.

G) At 45" to the direction S.

u@Owo"ite and parallel to the

---,' \ry direction S.

(d) At 60" to the direction S.

P1

I

I.

s.t

rf
-.-{{

P-PFC-L-CGJB
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11. Consider the following figure and answer

the item that follows :

What is thc minimum numbcr of different
colours required to paint the figure given
above such that no two adja'cent regions
have the samc colour ?

(a)

(b)

.-9
(d)

io
5

6

t2. Considcr the following figurc and answer
the item follows :

a
-tb a "t al{

L

t

U,A J

vl0

6"

(

l2\ \trB
48

11

b

tb

8qr+
, '1 t(l

t2--1"t

lo l1

"( q

aL - lr
b.t t18

\D3
17b
Ltv\ 6

rin?ra
(

\t
A square is divided into four rectangles as
shown above. The lengths of the sides of
iectangles are natural numbers. The
areas of two rectangles are indicated in
the frgure. What is the length of each side
of the square ?

(a) 10

}DAt
(c) 15

(d) Cannot be determined as the given
data are insufficient

tqrb) (C+4) d

ac X_l{ -- c.d1 b c
(6-B)E

cd YLc =li xtF
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Directions for the folliuing I @ieht)

itetns :

Read, each of the following lwo pdssages

and, answer the iLems lha| follou:' Your

dnswers to these items should be based on

the passages onlY.

Passage'1

For achieving inclusive growth

there is a critical need to rethink the role

of the State. Thc carly debate among

economists about the size of the

Government can bc misleading. The need

of the hour is to have an enabling

Government. India is too large and

complex a nation for the State to be able

to rleliver all that is needed. Asking the

Government to producc all the essential

goods, create all the necessary jobs, and

keep a curb on the prices of all goods is to

Iead to a large cumbersome b-ureaucracy

eind widespread *Tltt:"

The aim must be to staY with the

objective of inclusive gxowth that was laid

down by the founding fa.t-hers -qf the

nation anil also tri- take a more modern

view of what the-Si;i;1;il realisticallv

deliver.

This is what leads to the idea of an

enabling State, that is, a Government that

does not try to directly rleliver to the

citizens everything that they need.

Insteail, it (1) creates an enabling ethos

for the market so that individual

P-PFC-L-CGJB

cnterprisc can flourish and citizens can,

for the most part, .provide for the needs

of onc anothcr, and'{2) steps in to help

those who do not manage to do well for

themselves, for there will always be

individuals, no matter what the system,

'-who need support and help Hence we

need a Government that, when it comes

to the market, sets eflective,

incentive-compatible rules anil rerrains on

the sidclines with minimal interference,

and, at the same time, plays an important

role in directly helping tfe poor by

ensuring that they get basic eilucation

and health services and receive a*dequate

nutrition and food.

J
3.

19. Accordi;rg to the palgEf

. 1.7 Thc objective of inclusivc growth

V was laid down bY the founding

fathers of the nation.

Neeil of the hour is to have an

enabling Government.

The Government shoukl engage in

maximrim interference in market

processes.

4. There is a need to change the size of

the Government'

Which of the statements given above are

correct ?

(a) l and 2 onlY

(b) 2 and 3 onlY

(c) l and 4 onIY

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4
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.,/ ,.4' According to the passage, the strategy

of inclusive growth can be effectecl by

focussing on *"'"'

(a) Meeting all the needs of everY

the distributi

goods. ,/
on of

3./ CreaLirrg an cthos that helPs

\-/ individualenterprise.

- lo/Yroiding resources to those who
\-'l 

areunderprivileged.

Offering direct help to the Poor

regarding basic services.

Select the correct answer from the codes

given below :

(a) 1,2 and 3 only

(b)fand5onlY

7<6 2,4 and 5 only

(d) 1,2, 3,4 and 5

P-PFC-L-CGJB

\i

\

citizen in the country. *-/

(b) Increasing the regulations over the

manufacturingsector. t/

(c) Controlling

manufactured

Delivery of the basic services to the

deprived sections of the societY.

V 15. What constitutes enabling

Government ?

1, A large bureaucracy.

2. ' Implementation of welfare

prograrnmes through

representatives. \_/

( 10 - B )

16. Why is the State unable to rleliver "all
that is needed" ?

r, 
- 1. It does not have sufficient bureaucracy.

V)/ Ir does not promote inclusive growth '

Select the correct answer from the codes

given below :

(a) l only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

What is the essential message being

conveyedl by the author of the passage ?

(a) The objectives of inclusive growth

laid down by the founding fathers of
the nation slould be rerrembered.

(b) The Government needs to{ake
available more schools and health

17.

2
(c)

The concept of 'creative society' refers

to a phase of development of a society in
which a large number of Potential
contradictions become articulate and

active. This is most evident when

oppressed social groups get politically

mobilised and demand their rights' The

upsurge of the peasants and tribals, the

movements for regional autonony and

self-determination, the environmental

movements, and the women's movements

in the developing countries are sigrrs of

emergence of creative societY in
contemporary times. The forms of social

movements and their'intensity may vary

from country to country and place to place

within a country, But the very presence of

services. -,P'
The Government 

.needs to establish

markets ind industries to meet the
needs of the poor strata of fE6-society.

There is a neecl to rethink the role of
the State in achieving inclusive
growt,n. 

-.-,-.?- Passage'2
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movements for social transformation in

various spheres of a society indicates the

emergence of a creative society in a

country.

What docs the author imp'ly by "creative

society" ?

1. A socictv where divcrsc art forms

and literary writings seek incentive.

2. A society where social inequalities
are accepted as the norm.

A society where a large number of
contraclictions are recognised.

A society where the exPloited and

the oppressed groups grow conscious

of their human rights and

upliftment.

JL

Select the correct answer using the codes

given below :

(a) 1, 2 and 3

(b) 4 only

./6 3 and 4

(d) 2 and 4

What according to the passage are the

manifestations of social movements ?

1. Aggressiveness and being incendiary.

!. Instigation by external forces.

J. Quest for social equa'lity and individual
../ freedom.

4. lJrge for granting privileges and

self-respect to disparaged sections of

the society.

Select the correct answer using the codes

given below :

(a) 1 and 3 onIY

(b) 2 and 4 only

,FBand4onlY(d) 1,2,3 and' 4

P-PFC-L-CGJB

9.

N,

( 12. - B )

2O: With reference to the passage, consider

the following statements :

ry/ fo Ae a creative societY, it is
\'u 

essential to have a variety o[ social

,
movements.

To be a creative societY, it is

imperative to have 
-- 

Potential

contradictions and confl icts.

Which of the statements given above

iVare correct ?

1 only

2 only

(a)

G)

21.

-.6 
eottt L and, 2

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Consider the following three statements :

1. Only students can participate in the

race.

2. Some participants in l,he race are

girls.

3. All girl participantsE.thg race are

invited for coaching'

Which one of the following conclusions

can be drawn from thq above

statements ? \-
(a) AII participants in tf5 race are

iuvited for coaching' r
(b) AII students are invited for

coaching. '.P

Offl participanl.s in the race are

{ students. Y

(d) None of the statements (a), (b) and
(c) given above is correct.

{i (G
I

,"r, \ (N. C.,AtJ
b-I

Coc*L"\'
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Directions for the- follou:ing 2 (two) iiems :

Each of the following two items consists

of four statem.ents. Of these four
std LemenLs, ty:l:gry9! 

-QoJh_ 
Lq !ry.e, bit

both e false. Study the staternents

barefully and id.entify the tuo that
satisfy the . aboue , condition. Select the

correct answer using the codes giuen

below each set of statements :

22. Examine the foliowing statements :

c 1. All animals are carnivorousJ

A 2. Some anima'ls are not carnivorous.

3. Animals are not carnivorous.

4. Some animals ."" 
"r.rriio"orr".

Codes :

(a) 1and3y

G) I and 2(
(c) 2 and 3

(d) 3 and 4

23. Examine the following statements :

1. AII trains arc run by diesel engine.

2. Some trains are run by diesel
engine.

3. No train is run by diesel engine.

4. Some trains are not run by diesel
engine.

Codes:

[(a) 1and2

1(b) 2 and 3

J(.) 1and3;f,
^bt 

&'r{

(d) 1 and 4

P-PFC.L-CGJB

*('*

t
F:,.,O 

-VA)
\-. U
}.

s)

o
,^ f i

o
{

Et*t ty.,

c
) ( 14 - B )

24.

OA
class ------------->

the

A

o

i1
tr3o
6l_

=a1
o
tu0

lf;

Consider the four age pyramids given

below namely A, B, C and D

representing four different countries.

Which onc of them indicates
declining population ?

(a) A

(b) B

(c) C

(d) D

The following frgure has four curves

namely A, B, C and D. Study the

figure and answer the item that follows.

Year

t hich curve indicates the exponential .

gro\ilth ?

ta) A

(b) B

(c) C

L

o
Q)
Fc

I
c,)
bD

o
t

o
c-

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2mo
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Directions for the follouing 2 (ttt:o) items :

The following Pie charts show the

break-up of disease categories recorded in

the patients from two towns, Town A and

Town B. Pie charts PIot the disease

categories as perccntage of the total

number of Patients. Bascd on thesc,

answer the two items that follow the

charts.

Distribution of diseascs in Town - A

./_-

-..'--=-=
=llll

=llll=llll== =ll =llll:
= 
Diabctcs =t! tsEo ltrfE

= 
II : l l : llll = llll :

r)+

Obesity
a 

^a^

3%:

F{eart Discasc
qrq^

Distribution of discascs in Town - B

{---_--
_a,- _- -- _' --/_- _- - - ---

l-:- Others-I
:----: 20Vo --

=
=ll =llll=llll

Diabetes =--lJl)

= l t

24Vo e-ttiii
=lll=llll=llll=llll=

lllllilnl
Obesity I

2a% I

t[]tui

I
,EY-- 

\
h BP-
9Vo

,fTTTtllttt\
Heart Disease -1

'. 
30?o :

'r r r tttlllll-

lr
I

I

K

P-PFC-L-CGJB
( 16 - B )

26. Which of the two towns has a higher

number of persons with Diabetes ?

(a) Town A
(b) Town B

(c) Samc in Town A and Town B

(d) No inferencc can be drawn

What can we say about Persons with

morc than one disease from these

graphs ?

(a) Therc arc likcly to bc persons with
more than onc disease i4 Town A'

(b) Therc arc likely to be p-elqoos with
morc than onc discasc in lown B'

(c) Therc arc likcly to be persons with
more than one disease in both
Torvns A and B.

(d) No infcrcnce can bc tlrawn. -'-

Consider thc following Vciocity - Time

graph. It shows two trains starting

simultaneously on parallel tracks'

27.

Y

28.

o

Time

With refcrence to the above graph, which

one of the following statements is zot
correct ?

(a) TYain B has an initial acceleration
greater than that of Train A'

(b) Train B is faster than Train A at all
times.

(c) Both trains havc the same velocity

at time to.

(rl) Both trains travel the sane distance

in time tn units.

to0

6""n
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Directions for the follouing 5 (fiae)

items :

Read the following passage and answer

. the items that fbllout. Your answers to

these items should. be based on the passage

onlY.

Passage

Now India's childrcn have a right

to receivc at Icast cight years of ctlucation,

the gnawing question is whether it will

remain on paper or become a reality. One

hardly needs a reminder that this right

is different from thc others cnshrincd in

the Constitution, that the beneficiary -

a six year oltl child cannot dcmand it, nor

can she or he frght a legal battlc when

the right is denied or violatcd. In all cases,

it is the adult society which must act on

behalf of the child. In anothcr peculiarity,

where a child's right to education is

denied, no compensation offered Iater can

be adequate or relevant. This is so

because chiklhood does not last. If a legal

battle fought on behalf of a child is

eventually won, it may be of little use to

the boy or girl because the opportunity

missed at school during childhood cannot

,""u" ih" Bame purpose later in life. This

may be painfully true for girls because

our society permits them only a short

P-PFC-L-CGJB 18-B)

25.

childhood, if at all. The Right to

Education (RTE) has become law at a

point in India's history when the ghastly

practice of female infanticide has

resurfaceil in thc form of foeticide. This

is "symptomatic of a tleeper turmoil" in

socicty which is comPounding the

traditional obstacles to the education of

girls. Tenacious prejudicc against the

intcllcctual potential of girls runs across

our cultural diversity and the system of

education has not becn able to address

it.

With rcference to the passage, consider

the following statements :

1. When children are denicd etlucation,

adult society does not act on behalf

of thern.

2. Right to Ed.ucation as a law cannot

be enforced in the countrY.

Which of the statements given above

isy'are correct ?

(a) l onlY

(b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

(d) Neither 1 nor 2
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J SO. According to the passage, what could be

the traditional obstacles to the

education of girls ?

1. Inability of parents to Iight a legal

battle when the RigLt to Education

is denied t6 their children,

2. The traditional waY of thinking

about girls' role in societY.

3. The prejudice against the
' intellectual potential of girls.

4. Improper system of education.

Select the correct answer from the codes

given below l

(a) 1 and 2 onlY

(b) 2,3 and 4 only

(c) 1, 3 and 4 only

(d) L,2,3 and 4

\,/ 31. On the basis of the passage, consider the
following statements :

1. Right to Education is a legal right and

not a fundamental right.

2. For realising the goal of universal

education, the education system in the

country must be made identical to that
of developed countries.

Which of lhg statements given above

is/are correct ?

(a) 1 only

(b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

ll

P-PFC.L.CGJB (20-Bl

32. -Which one of the following statements

conveys the key message of the

passage ?

(a) India has declared that education is

compulsory for its children.

(b) Adult sqciety is not keen on

implementing the Right to

Education.

(c) The Right to Education, particularly

of a grrl child, needs to be

safeguarded.

(d) The system of education should

address the issue of Right to
' Education.

Which one of the following statements

conveys the inference of the passage ?

(a) The society has a tenacious

prejudice against the intellectual

potential of girls.

(b) Adults cannot be relied uPon to

fight on behalf of children for their

RiCht to Education.

(c) The legal fight to get education for

children is often protracted and

prohibitive.

(d) There is no sufEgient substitute for

education received in childhootl.

33.
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Eead the following passoge and. oncuer
the 3 (three) items that follow :

. A, B, C, D and E are members of the

same famiJy. There are two fathers, two

sons, two wives, three males and two

females. The teacher was the wife of a

Iawyer who was the son of a doctor. E is

not a male, neither also ' a wife of a
professional. C is the youngest person in

. the family and D is the eldest. B is a

male.

How is D related to E ?

r (a) Husband l
(b) Son'

(c) Father

(d) Wife

35. Who are the females in the group ?

l"' C.and E

CandD
(

r(c) E and A

''
(d) D and E

,

36. Whose wife is the teacher ?

(a) c

(b) D

(c) A

"(d) B

p-ppc-L-ccJe

(b)

{22-Bt

Read the following pl:ssrr,ge and answer
the 3 (three) items thai follow :

.fi y', 1" a survey regarding a proposed.

'l measure to be introduced, 2878 persons

took part of which 1652 were males. 1226

persons voted against the proposa'l of

which 796 wcrc malcs. 1425 persons voted

for the proposal. 196 females were

undecided.

How many females voted for the
proposal ?

(a) 430 r. ,|
G) 600

(c) 624 i i

(d) 640 r.r-l '

How many males Were undecided ?34.

l* 37
1,1..(b) 227 
" 

1, i
(c) 426 1--
(d) ESr a z[

tJ 
-'--

39. How many females were not
the proposal ?

;"^;; 
- 

','--,:-o) 4e6 >=',

.(

in favour of

#19
-!g\ \

€'v1
ry/-

i"; 586 !it'
J @) 1226

40. .In a queue, Mr. X is fourteenth from the

fi/ front and Mr. Y is seventeenth from the

' eo{ while Mr. Z is exactly in between

Mr. X and Mr. Y. If Mr. X is ahead of
Mr. Y and there are 48 persons ifr-the
queue, how many Persons are there
between Mr. X and Mr. Z ?

(a) 6

(c) 8 t.
(d) I 

!1-
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Directions for the foltouing 6 (six) items :

Read.each of the following tuo passoges

and answer- the items that follou. Your.
aosuers to these items should be based on
the passages only.

Passage-1

Ecosystems provide people with a
variety of gootls and services; food, clean

water, clean air, flood control, soil

stabilization, pollination, climatc

regulation, spiritual fulfilment and

aesthetic enjoyment, to name just a few.

M.dst of these benefits eiLher are

irreplaceable or the technology necessary

to replace them is prohibitively expensive.

For example, po!4!ts_fre-s!-,Ua!er ca! be

provided by desalinating seg-water,. but

onlv at sreat cost.

The rapidly expanding human
popuJation has greatly modified the

Earth's ecosystems to meet their increased

requirements of some of the goods and

services, particularly food, fresh water,

timber, frbre and fuel. The-se {rgdifi,catio,ns
have contributed substantially to human

wel 6eing and'economic tlevekipment. ihe
benefits have not been equally diStriliiuted.

Some peop'le t iu" *trrrtty been. harined

by these changes. Moreover, short-term

increases in some ecosystem goods and

services have come at the cost of the
'lons-term desradation of others. For: -*-----"--- ----
example, efforts to increase the production

of food and fibre have decreased the

ability of some ecosystems to provide

clean water, regulate flooding and support

biodiversity.

i

l.24-B\P:PFC.L-CGJB

4,.. With reference to the passage, consider
the following statements.

Expanding human population has an
adverse effect on :

1. Spiritual.fulfrlment

2. Aesthetic enjoyment

3. Potable fresh water ../

4. Production of food and fibre

5. Biodiversity ,/

Which of the statements given above are
correct ?

(a)

(b)

6 ga(rc)

(d)

(
42.

1,2and3only

2,4 and 5 only

3 dnd 5 only

1,2,3,4 and 5

-- The passage mentions that "some people

have actually been harmed by these
changes". What does it imply ?

1. The rapid cxpansion of population
haS adversely affected some people.

2. Sufficient efforts have not been
made to increase the production of
food and fibre.

3. In the short term some people may
be harmed, but in the long term
everyone will benefit fmm

in the Earth's
ecosystems.

Which of the statements given above
is/are correct ?

(a) l only

(b) 2

(c) l and 3

(d) None of the statements given above

6
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43- With reference to the passage, consider
the following statements :

1 . It is imperative to modify the
Earth's ecosystems for the well
being of mankind.

2. Technology can never replace all the
goods and services provided by
ecosystems.

Which of the statements given above
is/are correct ?

(a) l only

(b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Passage-2

A moral act must be our own act; must

spring from our own will. If we act

mechanically, there is no moral content in
our act. Such action would be moral, if we

think it proper to act like a machine and

do so. For, in doing so, we use our

discrimination. We should bear in mind

the distinction between acting

meehanically and acting intentionally. It
may be moral of a king to pardon a culprit.

But the messenger carrying out the order

of pardon plays only a mechanical part in
the king's moral act. But if the messenger

were to carry out the king's order

considering it to be his duty, his action

would be a moral one. How can a man

understand morality who does not use his

own intelligence and power of thought, but
lel.s himself be swept along liJ<e a log of
wood by a current ? Sometimes a man

defies convention and acts on his own with
a view to absolute good.

P-PFC.L.CGJB (26-B)

44-

Y2.
.).

J

Which of the following statements best
describe/describes the thought of the
writer ?

A moral act calls for using our
discretion.

Man should react to a situation
immeiliately.

Man must do his duty.

Man should be able to defy
convention in order to be moral.

Select the correct answer from the codes
given below :

(a) 1 onlY

(b) 1 and 3

(c) 2 and 3

Jyland4
45. Which of the following statements is the

nearest definition df moral action,
according to the writer ?

Ad h is a mechanical action based on\ oflicial orders from superiors.
It is an action based on our sense of
discretion.

(c) It is a clever action based on the
clarity of purpose.

(d) It is a religious action based on
understanding.

Ttre passage contains a statement "lets
himself be swept along like a 1og of wood
by a current.' Among the following
statements, which is/are nearest in
meaning to this ?

;r

,r1. A person does not use his own reason.

2. He is susceptible to influence,/pressure.

3. He cannot withstand difficultieV
challenges.

4. He is like a iog of wooil..

Select the correct answer using the codes
given below :

l*{ t nnlu<b; t a..i z
(c) 2 and 3

(d) 1 and 4
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22

Consider the

T;-f. I

lsolz+l

I

I

I

I

&

t

I
,l

il

ll

,,/ 48.

47. Consider the following distance - time 149,,
gtaph. The graph shows three-athletes A, 

lar,z

Study the following figure :

A person goes from A to B always moving
to the right or downwards along the lines.
How many different routes can he adopt ?

B and C running side by side for a S0 km
race.

Select the correct answer from the codes

o@) 4

O)5
<<) 6

(d) 7

t
a-..,,
L.r -

With reference to the above graph,
consider the following statements :

1. The race was won by A.yz

Which of the statements given above
is/are correct ?

(a) 1 only

--W't 
and 2 only

(c) 2 and 3 only

(d) 1,2 and 3

following figures :

What is the missing number ?

(a) 7

(b) 8

tlts
(d) 10

P-PFC-L-CGJB

f, l-A
lrzolse I

Consider the following figure and answer
the item that follows ga .) 

2_

r5-

is the number of
the above

l!t-
lo

t,

(c)

$)

(a) 27

(b) 26

(28-B)

35

l*
lrs

.E ,o

.E 15

o

.E 10

Er
5

10 15 20 25 S0 35 40 45

Distance in km 

------>
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/51. A person has only ( 1 and { 2 coins with
her. If the total number of coins that she

has is 50 and the amount of moneY

with her is t 75, then the nurnber of { 1

and. { 2 coins are, resPectivelY -.-

(a)

(b)

(c)

15 and 35

35 and 15

30 and 20
_,:----

rt+X : f o

q1u"u; =?f

-{zs 
andzs

in complete steps ?

--r"{25m2ocm 1PSG(b) 50m40cm V- l\-
1l) "-t2--:

j (,o 
(c) 75 m 6o " ' (\;Pl):

Three persons start walking to-gethcr

and their steps measure 4O cm, 42 cm

and 45 cm respectively. What is the

minimum distance each should walk so

that each can cover the samE-iistance

52.

{y- 6(o'
/ 53. If a bus trave'ls 160 km in 4 hours and

\/ a train travels 320 km in 5 hours at

uniform speeds, then what is the ratio

of the distances travelled by them in

oo" hou!.L

(a) 8:5

(c) 4:5

(d) 1:2

P.PFC-L.CGJB

6\

l, : lt
ilo

' 
Lo.ttl

54- There are 100 students in a particular

class. 607o studeuts play cricket, 307o

student play football aloLd lOTo students

play both the games! What is the

number of students who play neither

cricket nor football ?

@) 25

population of 4000

of water per head

a tank measuring

20 m x 15 m x 6 m. The water of this

tank will last for

26*',
t.ax rKlLXl',^r'
'// / __--'.-

-T*g_-
,---l o

)D'no
(c) 18

(d) 15

55. A village having a

r,/ requires 150 litres
per day. It .has

(a) 2 days

(c) 4 days

(d) 5 days

Directions for the follouing 4 (four) itens :

Read the fotlowing passage and ansu;er

the items that follow. Your ansuers to

these items should be based on the

passage only.

Passage

A species that exerts an inJluence

out of proportion to its abundance in an

ccosystcm is calicd a keystone species.

The keyitonc spccies may inlluence both

(30-BI
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56.

58.

the species richness of communities anil

the flow of energy and materials through

ecosystems. The seq star Pisaster

ochraceus, which lives in rocky intertidal

ecosystems on the Pacifrc coast of North

America, is also an example of a keystone

species. Its preferred prey is the mussel

Mytilus californianus. In the absence of

sea stars, these mussels crowd out other

competitors in a broad belt of the

intertidal zone. By consuming mussels,

sea star creates bare spaces that are

taken over by a variety of other species'

A studY at the UniversitY of

Washington demonstrated the influence of

Pisaster on species richness by removing

sea stars from selected parts of the

intertidal zone repeatedly over a period of

frve years. Two major changes occurred in

the areas from which sea stars were

removed. First, the lower edge of the

mussel bed extended farther down into

the intertidal zone, showing that sea stars

are able to eliminate mussels completely

where they are covered with water most of

the time. Second, and more dramatically,

28 species of animals and algae

disappeared from the sea star removal

zone. EventuallY onIY MYtilus, the

dominant competitor, occupied the entire

substratum. Through its effect on

competitive relationships, predation by

Pisaster largely determines which species

Iive in these rocky intertidal ecosystems'

What is the crux of the Passage ?

(a) Sea star has a Preferred PreY'

(b) A preferred prey determines the

survival of a keYstone sPecies'

(c) Keystonc species ensures species

diversitY.

(d) Sea star is the only keystone sp-ecies

on the Pacific coast of North

America'

With refercncc to the passage, consider

the following statements :

1. Musscls arc generally thc dominant

spccies in intertidal ecosystems'

2. The survival of sea stars is
generally determined bY the

abundance of mussels'

Which of the statements given above

is/are correct ?

(a) l only

(b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

(d) Neither I nor 2

Which of the following is/are implied by

the passage ?

1. Mussels are alwaYs hard

competitors for sea stars'

2. Sea stars of the Pacifrc coast have

reached the climax of their
evolution.

3. Sea stars constitute an importana

comPonent in the energY flow in
intertidal ecosYstem.

Which of the statements given above

is/are correct ?

(a) 1 and 2

(b) 2 onlY

(c) 1 and 3

(d) 3 onlY

Y
5'.1.

P.PFC.L.CGJB
(32-B)
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an

by

/ X*** on her first 3 tests received

an average score of N Points. If she

exceeds her previous average---seore by

20 points on 66i-fourtl test, then what

is the average siore for the frrst

(d)-1\l + 5

,{,t a sroup of persons, Tovo of the

persons are male and 307o of the

persons are married. If two-sevenths of

the rnales are married, *frri 'iiu"tlffi of

I .,r'

J 60. Consider the following argument :

"In order to be a teacher one must

graduate from college. All poets are poor'

. Some Mathematicians are po-ts. No

college graduate is Poor."

Which one of the followi ng is not a

valid conclusion regarding the above

argument ?

(a) Some Mathematicians are not
teachers. v

(bp'Some teachers

./ Mathematicians.
are

(c) Teachers are r:'ot poor. .//

(d) Poets are not teachers. /

J on a road going north-south, ,A'-s being

ou the western side. A comes out of his

house, turns left, travels 5 km, turns

right, travels 5 km to the front of D's

house. B does exactlY the same and

reaches the front of C's house' In this

context, which one of the following

statements is correct ?

(d)

0

C and D live on the sane street.

C's house faces south.

The houses of C and D are less

than 20 km apart.

None of the above

.r 59, Consider the following assumptions :

1. The foocl chains/food web in

ecosystem are influenced

keystone sPecies.

2. The presence of keystone species is

a specifrc characteristic of aquatic

ecosystems.

3. If the keystone species is completely

removed from an ecosYstem, it will

lead to the collaPse of the

ecosystem.

With reference to the passage, which of

the above assumptions is/are valid ?

4 tests ?

(a) N+20
(b) N+10
(c) N+4

the females is single ?

(a) 217

ft) u3

(c) 3fi
thY L

'1"

3N w.l):'
t/W +)o

l''-(a) l only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c) l and 3 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3
r' -'11,

i?

{Lo
'\*'

i-^ l*,i so '"''
63. 

lTtre 
houses of A and B flace each other

1{zn

(a)

(b)

-{

(34-B)P-PFC.L.CGJB

(0" F
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Directions for the follouing I (nine)
items :

The following nine items (Questions 64 to
72) are based on three possages in
English to test the comprehension of
English language and therefore these
itens d.o not haue Hindi aersion. Read
each passage and answer the items that
follow.

Passage-I

. He walked several miles that day but

could not get anything to eat or drink

except some dry bread and some water,

which he got from cottagers and farmers.

As night fell, he slept under a haystack

Iying in a meadow. He felt frightened at

first, for the wind blew au{ully over the

empty fields. He felt cold and hungry, and

was feeling more lonely than he had ever

felt before. He, however, soon fell asleep,

being much tired with his long walk.

When he got up next day, he was feeliig

terribly hungry so he purchased a ioaf of

bread with a few coins that he had.

J 64, When the night fell, he slept

(a) in the open lield

-lh1 under a pile of dry grass

(c) in a farmer's cottage

(d) under a tree

JAS. He soon fell asleep because

*d n" was exhausted.../.
(b) he was all alone

(c) he had not slept for days

(d) he was ve4!r frightened

P-PFC-L-CGJB (36-B)

66.

Y
With reference to the passage, consider
the following statements :

1. He was walking through the

countryside.

The cottagers and farmers gave him

enough food so that he could sleep

at night without feeling hurgry.

Which of the statements given above

is/are correct ?

n (a) 1 only

(b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

p6 N.itt.r I rror 2

Passage-II

I opened the bag and packed the

boots in; and then, just as I was going to

close it, a horrible idea occurred to me.

Had I packed my toothbrush ? I-d-on't

know how it is, but I never do-._know

whether Ite packed my toothbrush.

My toothbrush is a thing that

haunts me when I'm travelling, and

makes my life a misery. I dream that I

haven't packed it, and wake up in a cold

perspiration, and get out of-trcd and hunt

for it. And, in the morning, I pack it before

I have used it, and it is always the last

thing I turn out of the bag; and then I
repack and forget !!, and have to rush

upstairs for it at the last moment and

carry it l.o the railway iIEE5i, wrapped up

in my pocket-handkerchief.
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J 67. When he was going to close the bag, the
ty that occurred to him was

,Aa) 
unpleasant

(b) sad

(c) fantastic

(d) amusing

68. What makes his life miserable whenever
he undertakes travelling ?

(a) Going to railway station

_)W Forgetting the toothbrush
- (c) Packing his bag

(d) Bad dreams

J 69. His toothbnish is frnally

(a) in his bag

(b) in his bed

ZG i" his handkerchief

(d) lost

Passage-Ill

In spring, polar bear mothers emerge from

dens with three month old cubs. The

mother bear has fasted for as long as eight

months but t-hat does not stop the young

from demanding full access to her

remaining reserves. If there are triplets,

the most persistent stands to gain an

' extra meal:and it. may have the meal at

the expense of others. The smal'lest of the

litter forfeits many meals to stronger

siblingg- Females are protective of their

cubs but tend to ignore family rivalry over

fEd. In 21 years of photographing polar

bears, I\e only once seen the smallest of.^/\--z==.+:+--v

triplets survive till autumn.
-_=:-.,.--

.P-PFC-L.CGJB

I

t

(38-B)

o4d soins G/(q r i

@u ^"' -" '11 2
(c) autumn !d 4al.

(d) winter lt 
'( 

'

72,

71. Mother bear

(a) takes sides over cubs

..d r"r, the cubs fend for themselves

(c) feeds only their favourites

(d) sees that all cubs get an equal share

With referenc€ to the passage, the

following assumptiohs have been made :

1. Polar bears fast as long as eight

months due. .to. non-availability of
prey.

iVare valid ?-

(a) l only

-Ab) z orrty
{

V (.1 Both 1 and 2

(9rNeither I nor 2

/1

Y Z. Po'lar bears always give birth to

I trintets. r
t

Which of the assumptions given above
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Directions for the following 8 (eight)

items :

Giuen below are eighl items. Each item

describes a situation and. is followed by

four possible responses. Indicate the

response you fiid most appropriale.

Choose only one response for each item.

The responses will be eualuated, based on

' the'leuel of appropriateness for the giuen

situation.

Pleose attempt all the iterns. There is

no penalty for wrong answers for

these eight items.

You have been asked to give .an

explanation for not attending an

important official meeting' Your

immediate boss who has not informed

you about the meeting is now putting

pressure on you not to Place an

allegation against him/her. You would

send a written reply explaining the

faat..

seek an appointment with the

boss to explain the situation.

admit your fault to save the

situation.

top

put the

coordinator

informing.

responsibility on the

of the )ne]eting for.-not

(a)

I

{''

(*'

* Ad)

\

P.PFC-L.CGJB (40-B)

74.

75.

A local thug (bad element) has started
illegal construction on your vacant plot.

He has refused your request to vacate and

threaLened you of dire consequences in
case you do not sell the property at a

cheap price to him. You would

(a) seII the property at a cheap price to

him.

(b) go to the police fo1 necessary action.

(c) ask for help from your neighbours'

(d) negotiate with the goon to get a
higher price.

You have to accomplish a very important

task for your Headquarters within the

next two days. Suddenly you meet with
an accident. Your o{fice insists that you

complete the task. You would

(a) ask for an extension of deadline'

(b) inform Headquarters of Your

inability to finish on time.

(c) suggest alternate Person to

Headquarters who maY do the

needful.

(d) stay away till you recover'

You are an officer-in-charge for providing

basic medical facilities to the survivors of

an earthquake affected area' Despite your

best possiblb effort, people put allega.tions

against you for making money out of the

funds given for relief. You would

(a) let an enquiry be set up to look into

the matter.

(b) ask your senior to aPPoilt, some

other person in your Place'

(c) not pay attention to allegations.

(d) stop undertaking any initiative till
the mattet is resolved.

76.
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77, You have been made responsible to hire

Y boats at a short notice to be used for

an area under flood. On seeing the

price mentioned by the boat owners you

found that the lowest Price was

approximately three times more than

the approved rate of the Government.

You would

(a) reject the proposal and call for a

fresh price.

(b) accept the lowest price.

(c) refer the matter to the Government

and wait.

(d) threaten the boat owners about a

possible cancellation of the licence.

You are the offrcer-in-charge of a village

administering distribution of vaccine in

an isolated epidemic hit village, and

you are left with only one vaccine.

There is a requirement of that vaccine

from. the Gram Pradhan and also a
poor viliager. You are being pressurised

by the Gram Pradhan to issue the

vaccine to him. You would

(a) initiate the procedure to expedite

the next supply without issuing the

vaccine to either.

(b) arrange vaccine for the poor villager

from the distributor of another area.

(c) ask both to approach a doctsr and

get an input about the urgency.

(d) arrange

Pradhan

vaccine for the Gram

from the distributor of

another area.

P-PFC-L-CGJB

I

I

I
I
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.42-Bl

79.
Y

You have taken up a project to create

night-shelters for homeless people

during the winter season. Within a

week of establishing the shelters, you

have received complaints from the

residents of the area about the increase

in theft cases with a demand to remove

the shelters. You woulcl

(a) ask them to lodge a written

complaint in the police station.

(b) assure residents of an enquiry into

the matter.

(c) ask residents to consider the

humanitarian effort made.

(d) continue with the project and ignore

their complaint.

You, as an administrative authority,

have been approached, by the

daughter-in-1aw of an influential person

regarding harassment by her in-laws on

account of insulfrcient dowry. Her

parents are not able to approach you

because of social pressures. You would

(a) call the in-laws for an explanation.

(b) counsei the lady to adjust, given

such a circumstance.

(c) take action after her parents
approach you.

(d) ask her to lodge a complaint with
the police.

l

80.
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